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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Figure 1.1: PREP Steps and Guiding 
Questions for Teams to Consider

PREP Step Questions for Collaborative Teams to Guide Exercise

1. Enter unit standards onto the 
template. Input the entire set of 
standards onto the PREP template.

• How can we work as a collaborative team to initiate and proceed with the 
steps this chapter outlines?

• What if I am in a situation where I do not have a collaborative team and 
am a singleton in my building or district?

2. Indicate (or determine) priority 
standards. Distinguish priority from 
supporting standards by bolding, 
underlining, or color-coding them. 
If the team has not yet prioritized 
standards, see Step 2: Indicate (or 
Determine) Priority Standards (page 
16) for guidance. Then, return to the 
unit template and mark essential 
standards. 

• Which standards does our team deem priority or essential?

• Which priority standards are appropriate for our targeted unit of study?

• Are all team members clear that we are held accountable for students 
learning the priority standards? Do they understand that these priority 
standards become the focus for teaching and assessing and for 
interventions?

• Which standards serve as supporting and, as such, are subsumed under 
which particular priority standards?

• Are we all clear that we still address and teach supporting standards; 
however, they do not receive the same time and attention as priority 
standards?

3. Unwrap unit priority standards. 
Refer to the PREP template, and 
annotate priority standards to 
uncover smaller, incremental learning 
goals.

• What priority standards are we targeting for this unit?

• What verbs can we capitalize or circle to indicate skills students will need 
to be proficient?

• What nouns or phrases can we underline to show the content and 
concepts to teach in a particular context?

• Are there conjunctions, such as and or or, that need deciphering to help 
unwrap these standards?

4. Identify knowledge items.  
Add knowledge items that align  
to the unwrapped standards, paying 
attention to what they imply. The 
team might generate a list, reference 
a page number from a source (for 
example, a diagram or a vocabulary 
list), or create a graphic organizer.

• What should students know relative to a priority standard targeted for 
this lesson?

• What explicitly stated knowledge items do we expect students to know?

• What might be implicit in the standard and require us to make 
inferences? For example, a standard about complex sentences requires 
an inference that students need to know dependent and independent 
clauses and subordinating conjunctions.

5. Determine skills. Use the 
unwrapped, annotated standards 
and the knowledge items to 
determine skills that represent 
learning targets.

• What cognitive process can students employ to show they can apply 
what they’ve learned?

• What measurable, action-oriented verbs can our team use to align to 
each unwrapped standard?

• Do the skills have transfer value rather than being anchored to specific 
content?

6. Assign levels of rigor for learning 
targets. Use Webb’s Depth 
of Knowledge (DOK) levels to 
distinguish the targets that represent 
simple skills or concepts from more 
complex ones.

• Has the team considered the full context of the standard rather than rely 
on the verb alone, which sometimes gives an incomplete picture of rigor?

• What is the complexity of each skill embedded within the full standard?

• Have we keenly reviewed our learning targets to ensure we are not 
consistently aiming too low or too high?
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